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a b s t r a c t

One of the most challenging safety precautions for workers in dynamic, radioactive environments is
avoiding radiation sources and sustaining low exposure. This paper presents a sampling-based algorithm,
DL-RRT*, for minimum dose walk-path re-planning in radioactive environments, expedient for occupa-
tional workers in nuclear facilities to avoid unnecessary radiation exposure. The method combines the
principle of random tree star (RRT*) and D* Lite, and uses the expansion strength of grid search strategy
from D* Lite to quickly find a high-quality initial path to accelerate convergence rate in RRT*. The al-
gorithm inherits probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality from RRT* to refine the existing
paths continually by sampling the search-graph obtained from the grid search process. It can not only be
applied to continuous cost spaces, but also make full use of the last planning information to avoid global
re-planning, so as to improve the efficiency of path planning in frequently changing environments. The
effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method was verified by simulating radiation field under
varying obstacles and radioactive environments, and the results were compared with RRT* algorithm
output.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Gamma radiation is invisible, harmful to human health and can’t
be directly perceived by the body. In nuclear facilities, gamma ra-
diation is relatively high in tasks such as maintenance, decom-
missioning tasks, and post-accident clean-up processes. Moreover,
the dose rate changes frequently during such tasks, resulting in
high exposure risks to workers in such environments. Hence,
providing path navigation with the least dose for workers in
radioactive and dynamic environments is important to ensure
workers health and safety.

To resolve path planning issues, static graph search algorithms
such as Dijkstra and Bellman-Ford, etc., have been proposed.
Alzalloum researched the least radiation exposure path planning in
a radiologically contaminated area, using Dijkstra and Bellman-
Ford graph search algorithm [1]. A similar graph-based naviga-
tional algorithm that utilizes wireless communication data was
implemented in Ref. [2]. Khasawneh et al. presented an embedded
navigation algorithm for high-cost path evasion, using data from

wireless sensors [3,4]. Chizhov et al. used graph theory algorithms
to search route with the lowest dose for radiation safety in several
tasks [5]. A number of literature reviewed proved that considerable
success has been achieved in solving the minimum-dose path
planning problem. However, most of the proposed method utilized
static search algorithm, which has limitations in dynamic envi-
ronments, as re-planning the whole space makes the planning
work inefficient.

In contrast, D*, D* Lite and its variants are typical graph search
algorithms for dynamic environments, as shown in Li et al. [6].
However, they possess similar offline finite discretization charac-
teristics with other traditional search algorithms. In addition, their
solution suffers from grid point explosion and high computational
cost. To improve the dose assessment accuracy, Liu et al. combined
swarm intelligence to optimize the travel solution between mul-
tiple destinations in radioactive environments [7]. Wang et al.
presented an improved particle swarm algorithm with dose
calculation model [8]. However, their methods applied the straight
path to assess the cost between two destinations, which can make
the evaluation less accurate.

Recently, a RRT* algorithm based on node sampling has been
used to provide asymptotically optimal, computationally tractable* Corresponding author.
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and feasible paths in continuous radioactive space [9]. In our pre-
vious research work, we studied a RRT*-based walk path optimi-
zation method [10], and demonstrated that it gives better path
navigation than the graph search algorithm of Dijkstra. However,
we observed that the convergence rate of RRT* is slow. To optimize
the computation of RRT* in complex environments with obstacles
and narrow areas, Chao et al. [11] investigated the application of
grid searching strategy to obtain collision-free paths. Improve-
ments on RRT*, such as the sampling-based A* [12], and RRTX [13]
have been presented. However, since the optimal path between
two points in radioactive environments is difficult to predict, these
methods have limitations in solving the minimum dose path
problem in dynamic environments.

Moreover, in practice, a decommissioning environment often
changes frequently as work progresses, as observed in the cutting
and demolition activities during the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities, and the path of the last planning could fail due to the
change of obstacles or radiation fields. In addition, the dynamic
radioactive environment is a cost space, and it includes not only
the change in obstacles, but also the change in radiation field
caused by the cutting and moving of sources, etc., and these
changes often affect the entire environment, leading to lower ef-
ficiencies of the approaches used in addressing the minimum dose
path problem.

Consequently, this paper presents a minimum dose path
planning method for dynamic environments called DL-RRT* by
combining the underlying principle of RRT* and D* Lite. The
method inherits probabilistic completeness and asymptotic
optimality from RRT*, and uses fast pre-planning in a lower-
resolution grid space to find the areas where the path-
connection trend changes, and recreate these changing areas,
and then use sampling to continuously refine the existing paths.
This method is applicable to continuous cost space, and fully
utilizes the information on the last path planning to avoid the
global re-planning problem of deleting and re-growing the
search-graph, so as to improve path planning efficiency in rapidly
changing environments. The method makes it possible to provide
efficient and reliable path navigation for occupational workers in
dynamic environments to avoid additional gamma radiation
exposure.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the
D* Lite and RRT* algorithm. Section 3 focuses on the implementa-
tion of the proposed method. In section 4, we describe the exper-
iments and results. Section 5 analyzes the results from the
experiments and section 6 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Techniques used for planning of walk-path

This section provides a brief description of D* Lite and RRT*
algorithm.

2.1. D* Lite algorithm

Starting from the goal node sgoal, D* Lite [14] searches the
collision-free space to the start vertex sstart. The algorithm stores
the estimated distance between each vertex g(s) and the distance
between each of the vertex to the goal rhs(s). The rhs-values are
estimated based on the following relation:

rhsðsÞ ¼
(

0 s ¼ sgoal
mins’2SuccðsÞ

�
g
�
s’
�
þ c

�
s; s’

��
otherwise

(1)

where s’ is a neighbor of s, and Succ(s) are vertexes that extend from
s, c (s, s’) is the transfer cost from s to s’. If g(s) is equal to rhs(s), s is
locally consistent; otherwise, it is locally inconsistent. D* Lite
maintains a priority queue Q to store all inconsistent vertexes, and
operates as follows: initially, all the parameters g and rhs are in-
finity, and sgoal is put into Q with its rhs-value equals 0. First, a
vertex u with the least priority k is selected from Q. If g(u)>rhs(u),
the rhs-value of u is set as its g-value, and u is removed fromQ. Then
all the rhs-values of the predecessors of u are modified, and if they
are locally inconsistent, they are inserted into Q. If g(u)�rhs(u), the
g-value of u is set as infinity, and if they are locally inconsistent,
they are inserted to Q. The above process is repeated until the
vertex sstart is locally consistent and the k-values of the remaining
vertexes in Q are all larger than that of sstart, and then the optimal
path is found.

2.2. RRT* algorithm

Rapidly Exploring Random Tree Star (RRT*) is a sampling-based
method for solving optimal path problem. The algorithm aggre-
gates a set of tree-like collision free nodes to develop a feasible walk
path.

Starting from the root node (qinit), RRT* aggregates collision free
nodes to a set V, with each node having distinct parent. A random
node (qrand) and its closet neighbor qnearest are determined first.
Then, new node qnew is generated by extending a step from qnearest
to qrand. If qnew is collision free, then qnew

’ s neighbor node set Znear is
obtained by querying nodes within a radius or k-nearest neighbors.
After that, a parent qpar that minimizes the cost of qnew is deter-
mined and the edge qpar/qnew is created. Finally, new edges are
created from qnew to nodes in Znear, if the path through qnew based
on lowest-cost criterion. The above process is repeated until the
optimum path is determined [9].

3. DL-RRT* for minimum dose path re-planning

When a staff walks from point A to B along path p, the cumu-
lative dose D along the path p can be calculated with the following
equation [10]:

DðpÞ ¼
ðB
A

Rði; jÞ ds
v

z
X

Dsg2DS

RgDsg
vg

(2)

where R (i, j) is the dose rate at point (i, j), and v represents the
average walking speed, the subscript g is an integer representing
the g-th segment of path p, andDsg is the length of g-th segment, Rg
is the average dose rate on the g-th segment.

Therefore, the minimum dose walking path-planning problem
converts to how to get a sequence of points that makes the dose
along the path minimal:

p ¼ arg min
pεPaths

0@ X
Dsg2DS

RgDsg
vg

1A (3)

Here, we describe the hybrid of D* Lite grid search strategy and
RRT*sampling optimization to form the proposed DL-RRT* algo-
rithm to solve the minimum dose path problem in dynamic
environments.
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3.1. The main loop of DL-RRT*

The main loop of DL-RRT* is shown in Fig. 1, and it contains two
main components: grid search and sampling optimization.

DL-RRT* searches from the goal to the start because the goal is
unchanged, so the cost of the starting point represents the path
cost. First, DL-RRT* pre-plans in a grid space by using the strategy of
D* Lite, and an initial node tree is obtained with the goal point as
the root. Secondly, a set of new points is created by sampling the
tree, and the tree is optimized under the principle of RRT*, then the
final path in the initial scenario is obtained. When the environment
changes, the node tree is trimmed and the cost is updated ac-
cording to the changes in obstacles and radiation field, respectively.
Then the initial optimized path and the areas where the grid path-
connecting trend change are obtained. Because some branches of
the tree can’t form the optimal path in changing environment, we
employ the branch-and-bound technique to delete these branches
to simplify the node tree. Finally, the sampling optimization is used
to preferentially optimize and expand the area where the path
connection trend changed, so as to avoid global re-planning and
improve efficiency. As the sampling points increase, the path con-
verges toward the optimal solution.

3.2. Grid search

The grid search process plays three roles: 1) Getting the initial
node tree, so a higher-quality initial solution can be obtained
quickly; 2) Getting the area of the grid where the optimal path area
is located, thus the sampling space is limited and the efficiency of
the sampling optimization is improved; 3) Finding the area where
the path connection trend changes, and the paths in these areas
need to be reconnected. After two grid searches, if the connection

of a certain node in the grid changes, it indicates that the path
connection trend in the area near the point has changed, which
means that the paths in this area need to be recreated. As for the
unaffected areas of the grid-path connections, the paths inside
them can be seen if the grid is small enough, so some of the paths
built in the previous plan can be reused to avoid global re-planning.
The function of GridSearching is shown in Algorithm 1.

A node u contains five parameters old_grid_par, grid_par, cost,
grid_cost and rhs. The old_grid_par and grid_par of u represent the
grid-parent of the last grid search and the current grid-parent node,
respectively. The parameter cost is the actual cost from the goal qgoal
to u, and the grid_cost is the cost from qgoal to u on the grid. The rhs
is one-step look-ahead cost based on the grid_cost of u’s neighbors.
They always satisfy the following relationship:

rhsðuÞ ¼
(

0 u ¼ qgoal
minu’2NearðuÞ

�
grid cost

�
u’
�
þ c

�
u’;u

��
otherwise

(4)

The GridSearching process uses a node set U to store all the
locally inconsistent nodes. Initially, the values of old_grid_par and
grid_par are ∅, and the values of cost, grid_cost and rhs are all in-
finity, except the cost and rhs of qgoal which is set as 0, and qgoal is
put in U.

At each iteration, the node u with the minimum value of cost is
selected first and removed from U (Line 3), then u’s grid_cost is set
equal to its rhs (Line 4). Secondly, if u’s grid_par is different from its
old_grid_par, it means that the path-connection trend near u is
different from the previous plan, so the path near u needs to be
rewired (Line 5e11) as shown in Fig. 2. Then if u isn’t equal to the
start node qstart, the neighbors of u try to re-find better grid-parents
from their neighbors and their grid_par, grid_cost and cost are also
updated, and then the generated locally inconsistent nodes are put
in U to expand the search-graph. This process is implemented by
the function UpdateVertex (Line 13e14). If u is equal to qstart, it
means that the search-graph reached qstart, and any cost of the
nodes in U is greater than that of qstart, so no further search is
required. After that, the branches starting from the remaining
nodes in U are deletedwith only the grid nodes are reserved and set
to the initial state, and then U is emptied (Line 16e19). The above
process is repeated until U is empty. Finally, all the value grid_cost
and rhs of the grid-nodes are set as infinity, preparing for the next
search (Line 21).

The method of rewiring for changing areas in an environment
with dynamic obstacles is shown in Fig. 2. The changed node u
contains two cases according towhether its old_grid_par is∅ or not.
Before the process of a grid search, two node sets NA and OA are

begin

Grid Search

Sampling optimization

Reach destination ?

The point connections that collide with obstacles are 
deleted.

The grid nodes and samples in the collision branch 
are reset to initial state and deleted, respectively.

The costs of the nodes in the node tree are updated.

The grid search is performed to find high-quality 
initial paths and the areas where the grid path

connecting trend is changed.

Sampling optimization

Y

N

end

Y
Any changed ?NWalking

The branch-and-bound technique is used to delete 
inferior branches.

Fig. 1. The main loop of DL-RRT*.

Algorithm 1: GridSearching()
1 U qgoal;
2 while U != 
3 u FindMinCostAndRemove(U);
4 u.grid_cost u.rhs;
5 if u.old_grid_par != u.grid_par then
6 if u.old_grid_par != then
7 RewireGridArea(u);
8 AddOptimizedArea(u, OA);
9 else
10 AddNewNodeArea(u, NA);
11 u.old_grid_par u.grid_par;
12 if u qstart then
13 for m u.near_grid_nodes do
14 UpdateVertex(m, U);
15 else
16 for m U do
17 DeleteEdge(m.parent, m);
18 RemoveBranchSamples(m);
19 U ;
20 //Set all the grid_cost and rhs to 
21 ResetAllGridCosts();
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defined. If we need to generate new samples to refine the paths
near a node q, then q is put intoNA, and such nodes are identified by
their old_grid_par-values are equal to∅. If the node q’s old_grid_par
isn’t equal to ∅ and its old_grid_par isn’t equal to its grid_par, it
means that some samples already exist near q, and the nodes near q
need to be rewired, and such nodes are put into OA. Initially, all the
grid nodes are unconnected, so all the old_grid_par-values are ∅,
which means all the node used for expand is put into NA (Line 10)
on the first performing the GridSearching as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
Then, we sample around the nodes in NA, and optimize the node
tree under the principle of the K-nearest version of RRT*. The
schematic of sampling optimization is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Since the
distribution range of points in NA represents the area where the
optimal path may exist, sampling in the global space can be avoi-
ded, thereby improving sampling optimization efficiency.

When the obstacle is changed, the branches that collidewith the
obstacle are all invalid. Therefore, all the sampling points on these
branches are deleted from the tree, leaving only the grid points and
setting to the initial state as shown in Fig. 2 (c). When the radiation
field is changed, the costs of the tree’s branches also need to be
updated. After that, the grid search is used to find the areas where
the path-connection trend changed as shown in Fig. 2 (d). During
the grid search, the grid connections of the green nodes are
different from the last grid search, and the old_grid_par-values of
the green nodes are not equal to ∅, so the green nodes are put into
OA, and the nodes near the green nodes are rewired (Line 6e8).
After the second grid search is finished, the second sampling
optimization is performed to improve the tree by sampling the
areas near the nodes in NA, and the result is shown in Fig. 2 (f). It
can be seen that the information of the last planning is effectively
reused to avoid global re-planning.

The function of UpdateVertex is shown in Algorithm 2. If the line
between the node q and u doesn’t collide with obstacles, q is called

the non-collision node of u; otherwise, q is called collision node of
u. First, the u’s non-collision node par that can make u’s grid_cost
minimum is selected from u’s grid neighbors (Line 2e7). If the grid
cost cmin is less than u’s rhs by taking par as u’s grid-parent, then the
rhs and grid_par of u are updated by cmin and par (Line 8e10), and
then if the u’s new rhs-value is less than its cost, indicating that u
connects with par by taking par as its parent is better than its
current connection, so the edge between u and u’s current parent is
deleted, and new edge is generated by connecting u and par, and
then the cost of the branch starting from u is updated (Line 12e14).
Finally, if u isn’t in U and u’s grid_cost isn’t equal to its rhs, then u is
put into U to expand the search-graph (Line 15e16).

3.3. Sampling optimization

The function of SamplingOptimization is presented in Algorithm
3, and it employs two optimizationmethods. One is generating new
sampling nodes to refine the tree, and another is sampling and
rewiring without creating new nodes. Specifically, it contains four
main components: 1) generating new sampling nodes according to
the node set NA to optimize the tree (Line 12e18); 2) sampling the

(c)(b)(a)

Goal

Start

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. The schematic of rewiring for changing areas in the environment with obstacles. The start and goal points are shown in red and light blue, respectively. The nodes in NA are
shown in blue, and the nodes in OA are shown in green. The grid nodes that are not connected to the tree are shown in black points. The yellow points are the samples generated by
the first grid search. (a) The result of the first grid search. (b) The first sampling optimization. (c) The tree is trimmed after the obstacle has changed. (d) The second grid search. The
areas where the path-connection trend is changed are obtained via the second grid search, and the changed edges are shown in red. (e) The result of the second grid search. (f) The
second sampling optimization. The new samples are shown in purple.

Algorithm 2: UpdateVertex(u, U);
1 if ObstacleFree(u) AND u != qgoal then
2 cmin Infinite; par ;
3 for m u.near_grid_nodes do
4 if ObstacleFree(u, m) AND
5 m.grid_cost + Cost(m, u) < cmin then
6 cmin m.grid_cost + Cost(m, u);
7 par m;
8 if cmin < u.rhs then
9 u.rhs cmin;
10 u.grid_par par;
11 if u.rhs < u.cost then
12 DeleteEdge(u.parent, u);
13 AddEdge(par, u);
14 ModifyBranch(u, false);
15 if u U AND u.grid_cost != u.rhs then
16 U AddNode(u);
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changed areas according to the node set OA, and improving the tree
via the nearest nodes of these sampling positions (Line 21); 3)
sampling the area where the current optimal path located, and
optimizing the tree via the nearest nodes of these sampling posi-
tions to refine the path and find better solutions (Line 23); 4)
sampling the entire tree and optimizing the tree via the nearest
nodes of these sampling positions (Line 25). All these optimizations
are based on the principle of the K-nearest version of RRT* without
the node extension process. The first three components are selected
by roulette, and the fourth is performed according to a pre-
determined time threshold. The cumulative probabilities of com-
ponents 1) and 2) are denoted as pN and pO, respectively, and
calculated as follows:

pN ¼ N=ðN þ Oþ npÞ (5)

pO ¼ pN þ O=ðN þ Oþ npÞ (6)

where N and O are the number of nodes in NA and OA, respectively,
and np is the number of nodes that constitute the current optimal
path.

First, a random value p2 (0, 1) is created. If p is less than pN,
that is p < pN, the component 1) is performed; if p isn’t less than pN
and less than pO, that is pN� p < pO, the component 2) is executed;
otherwise, the component 3) is carried out. The above process is
repeated until the number of newly generated samples reaches the
upper limit number M. After that, the component 4) is selected for
randomly refining the entire tree.

The schematic for generating new sampling nodes to optimize
the tree is shown in Fig. 3. The sampling area is determined by the
node set NA obtained from the grid search process as the blue
points shown in Fig. 3 (a). First, a grid node A is randomly selected
fromNA, and then an obstacle-free node B is generated by sampling
a rectangular area centered at A as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Secondly, the
Kn nearest nodes of B is queried, and among these nodes, all the
non-collision nodes of B form a node set Znear. Then, B is connected
to the tree with the function ChooseParent.

The function ChooseParent operates as follows: for a node q, the
node par that can make q’s cost minimum is selected from q’s non-
collision node set Znear. If par is equal to ∅, it means that no better
parent node of q can be found in Znear; otherwise, it means that q’s
cost is less by setting par as q’s new parent, so the edge between q
and q’s current parent is deleted, and a new edge par/q is created

by setting par as q’s parent, and the cost of the branch starting from
q is also updated.

In Fig. 3 (d), the node B is added to the tree by setting C as the
parent of B, and then we try to optimize the connections of the
nodes in Znear (the greenpoints in Fig. 3) by setting B as their parent.
This process is realized by the function OptimizeNodesAndExpand
(Algorithm 3, Line 18) shown in Algorithm 4. For a node u in Znear,
if u’s cost is less by setting B as u’s parent, then the edge between u
and u’s parent is deleted, and the new edge B/u is added to the
tree, and then the cost of the branch staring from u is also updated
as shown in Fig. 3 (e). When the cost of the branch starting from E is
updated, a better path may exist in the area near the end of the
branch, so the sampling areas also need to be expanded as shown in
Fig. 3(f).

Algorithm 4: OptimizeNodesAndExpand (Znear, q)
1 for u Znear do
2 if q.cost + Cost(q, u) < u.cost then
3 DeleteEdge(u.parent, u);
4 AddEdge(q, u);
5 ModifyBranch(u, true);

The function ModifyBranch is presented in Algorithm 5. It is
used to update the cost of the branch and expand the sampling
areas. The expansion process is executed by determining whether
the variable flag is true or false. If the previous cost of the end node
F of the branch is greater than the cost of the starting node qstart,
while F’s cost is less than qstart’s cost after F’s cost is updated, it
means that a better connection to qstartmay exist near F, so the node
F or one of its grid-neighbors is put into NA to generate new sam-
ples near F. If F is a grid node, F is put into the node set NA, and its
old_grid_par is set not equal to ∅, which means that if F’s connec-
tions on grid is changed in the process of GridSearching, the nodes
near F should be rewired instead of generating new samples again
around F; otherwise, if the nearest left-up grid node G of F isn’t in
NA, G is always put into NA. When the new node is added to NA or
the cost of the current optimal path is less, the variables M, pN and
pO need to be updated (Algorithm 3, Line 26e30).

Algorithm 5: ModifyBranch(q, flag)
1 Q q;
2 while Q!=
3 u FindAndRemoveTop(Q);
4 c u.cost;
5 u.cost = u.parent.cost + Cost(u.parent, u);
6 if flag is true AND c>qstart.cost AND
7 u.cost < qstart.cost AND u.children is empty then
8 if u is grid then
9 AddNewNodeArea(u, NA);
10 if u.old_grid_par is then
11 u.old_grid_par u.parent;
12 else
13 qLU LeftUpGridNode(u);
14 AddNewNodeAreas(qLU, NA);
15 for m u.children do
16 AddNode(m, Q);

The function RandomRewire is presented in Algorithm 6. First, a
node q is randomly selected from the input node set, and a position
posrand is obtained by sampling the rectangle area centered at q.
Secondly, the nodes set Znear is constituted by the obstacle-free
nodes from the Ko-nearest nodes of posrand, and posrand’s the
nearest node is qnearest, then a better collision-free parent of qnearest
is tried to be found in Znear, and the nodes in Znear are also tried to be
optimized by setting qnearest as their parent. Therefore, the nodes
near posrand are rewired with a better way. Finally, the Opti-
mizeNodesAndExpand is used to update the branch cost and expand
sampling areas.

Algorithm 6: RandomRewire(Q);
1 posrand SampleFree(Q);
2 Znear Near(V, posrand, Ko);
3 qnearest Nearest(posrand, Znear);
4 Znear RemoveCollision(qnearest, Znear);
5 if qnearest!=qgoal then
6 ChooseParent(Znear, qnearest);
7 OptimizeNodesAndExpand(Znear, qnearest);

The components 2), 3) and 4) are all performed with the

Algorithm 3: SamplingOptimization(V);
1 n N(NA); //Get the size of the node set NA
2 M Density n;×

3 pN N(NA)/( (OA)+N(NA)+N(Path));
4 pO pN+N(OA)/(N(OA)+N(NA)+N(Path));
5 while time<threshold
6 old_num N(NA);
7 old_cost qstart.cost;
8 if n < M then
9 p rand(0,1);
10 if p < pN then
11 n n+1;
12 posrand SampleFree(NA);
13 if ObstacleFree(posrand) then
14 qnew NewNode(posrand); 
15 AddNode(qnew, V);

//Get qnew’s collision free nodes from Kn-neighbors
16 Znear Near(V, qnew, Kn);

//Get node that makes qnew’s cost minimum
17 ChooseParent(Znear, qnew);

//Rewire and expand the tree
18 OptimizeNodesAndExpand(Znear, qnew);
19 else
20 if p < pO then
21 RandomRewire(OA); //Rewire areas from OA
22 else
23 RandomRewire(Path);//Rewire areas near Path
24 else
25 RandomRewire(V); //Rewire areas from all nodes
26 if Size(NA) != old_num OR
27 (n<M AND old_cost > qstart.cost) then
28 M Density Size(NA);×

29 pN N(NA)/(N(OA)+N(NA)+N(Path));
30 pO pN+N(OA)/(N(OA)+N(NA)+N(Path));
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function RandomRewire. The only difference is that the sampling
position posrand is generated from the node set OA in components
2), however, in components 3), it is generated from the node set
Path of the current optimal path, and it is generated from the node
set V of all the nodes in the tree in components 4).

4. Numerical experiments

This section discusses an experimental study of the DL-RRT*
algorithm presented in this paper, especially as compared to
RRT*. For better analysis of the path results, the start and goal
points are constant, and only the environment is changing. The cost
of a path is the exposure dose, and the walking speed is 1.5 m/s. The
25� 25 grid space is used in DL-RRT*. Thirty-five (35) nearest
neighbors are queried at each iteration for both algorithms, and Ko
is also 35. The hypothetical gamma radiation fields are obtained
with the Point-Kernel method.

4.1. The dynamic obstacles case

The first set of experiment is used to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of DL-RRT* in an environment with dynamic obstacles. The
initial hypothetical environment is shown in Fig. 4. To better
analysis the capability of DL-RRT*, three obstacles consisting of lead
with strong radiation shielding material are moved, and the influ-
ence of these moving obstacles on the radiation field is considered.

Fig. 5 presents the node tree maintained by both algorithms at
several scenarios. It is observed that DL-RRT* produced high-
quality initial paths and node tree, and the scope of optimal path
grid-space is obtained via the pre-planning process. Then the initial
tree and paths are optimized continuously by sampling the optimal
path grid-space as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). When the obstacle is
moved, only path connections in the areas marked by black and
yellow nodes are changed after the grid search process in DL-RRT*,
and most of the path connection trend doesn’t change on the grid,
which means the affected areas need further optimization.

Therefore, historical information can be used to avoid global re-
planning to improve efficiency as shown in Fig. 5 (d), (e) and (g),
(h). When the new area, where the better paths may exist as shown
by the yellow points in Fig. 5 (b) (e), is found during the optimi-
zation, the grid space allowed to be sampled is expanded to avoid
obtaining a local optimal solution. By contrast, RRT* re-plans the
path by sampling globally, and it usually utilized more nodes and
time to obtain high-quality paths.

Fig. 6 shows the cost of the best path in both algorithms versus
the time in the dynamic obstacles scenario. It can be observed that
the two algorithms almost converge to the same value in all sce-
narios. However, DL-RRT* under the 25� 25 grid case converges
significantly faster than RRT*, especially in the scenario after the
obstacle position changes, demonstrating the efficiency of DL-RRT*.

Fig. 3. The schematic of generating new sampling nodes to optimize the tree. The nodes in NA and sampling points are shown in blue and yellow, respectively, and the black points
are the grid nodes that not connected to the tree. (a) The result of the first grid search. (b) The node A is selected from NA, and the rectangular sampling area centered at A is shown
in dash. (c) A new node B (shown in red) is generated by sampling the rectangular area, and then the Kn-nearest neighbors of B are queried. The non-collision nodes (shown in
green) of B from the Kn-nearest nodes form a node set Znear. (d) The cost of B can be less by taking C as B’s parent, so the new edge C/B is created. (e) The cost of E is less by taking B
as its parent, so the edge D/E (shown in dash) is deleted, and the new edge B/E is created. (f) The cost of the branch starting from E is updated. The purple point F’s cost is greater
than the cost of the starting point qstart, while F’s cost is less than qstart’s cost after it is updated, so the left-up grid node G is added to NA to expand the sampling area.

Moving

Start

Goal

1
Moving

Moving
2

3
Obstacle

Fig. 4. The 150� 150 m2 hypothetical radioactive environment with dynamic obsta-
cles. The gray obstacles moved in the direction of the arrows. The dash rectangles are
the new positions of the obstacle 1, 2 and 3.
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(a) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (b) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*) (c) RRT*

Path 1

(d) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (f) RRT*(e) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 2

(i) RRT*(g) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (h) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 3

Fig. 5. A comparison of the DL-RRT* and RRT* algorithms in the environment with dynamic obstacles. The initial scenario is shown in (a), (b) and (c), and scenario 2 and 3 is shown
in (d), (e), (f), and (g), (h), (i) respectively. The tree structure is shown in red line. The yellow lines are the best paths. The areas where the path-connection trend changes are shown
in black and yellow points. New samples need to be generated near the yellow points, and the points near the black point need to be rewired.
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Fig. 6. The cost of DL-RRT* under different grid resolution and RRT* plotted against time in the dynamic obstacles case.
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The reason for this phenomenon is that DL-RRT* takes advantage of
the information from the last planning to avoid global re-planning,
and limit the sampling space to improve samples utilization effi-
ciency, so it quickly produces higher-quality paths. By contrast, the
RRT* re-plans globally, resulting in a lower convergence rate.
Furthermore, it is also observed that the grid size can affect the
performance of DL-RRT*. The 25� 25 grid case of DL-RRT* performs
better than the other cases, while the 60� 60 and 12�12 grid cases
even can’t converge to a good value in a short time in the test. The
reason is that when a high grid resolution is used, the areas that
need to be revised to generate new nodes are limited, and if an
inferior path area is found after grid search process, e.g. Fig. 5 (d),
the DL-RRT* is likely to obtain local optimal paths. When the grid
resolution is low, the high-quality initial path can’t be guaranteed,
and the areas that need adjustment are large, which eventually lead
to slow convergence speed for DL-RRT*.

To further analyze the performance of DL-RRT*, Table 1 presents
the path data produced by DL-RRT* under the 25� 25 grid and
RRT* running at the same number of samples averaged over 100
trials. It can be seen that the length, walking time and dose from
both algorithms are almost the same, indicating that the path of DL-
RRT* corresponds to that of RRT*. However, the running time of DL-
RRT* is obviously better than that of RRT*, especially in Scenario 3
where the running time of RRT* is 3.38 times that of DL-RRT*.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of running time from DL-
RRT* is lower than that of RRT*, illustrating that DL-RRT* has bet-
ter efficiency and stability in dynamic environments.

In order to compare the results for different paths in the same
environment, Table 2 shows the results of the three paths (path 1, 2
and 3) from DL-RRT* in the environments shown in Fig. 5. Some
paths are unreachable due to obstacles, so these paths have no
results. It is observed that although the paths 1, 2 and 3 are the
optimal paths in the initial scenario, scenario 2 and 3 respectively,
while these paths are not optimal when the environment changes.
In scenario 2, the dose of path 1 is 4.5% higher than that of path 2,
although the length of path 1 is shorter, which also indicates that
the dose from a short path is not necessarily less. Therefore, when
the environment changes, updating path in time can make the
workers receive less radiation exposure.

4.2. A moving radiation source case

The second set of experiments was run to demonstrate the
differences in the performance of DL-RRT* and RRT* in a radioactive
environment with changing radiation source. The initial hypo-
thetical environment is shown in Fig. 7. To better analyze the

capability of DL-RRT* in the dynamic radiation field, only the ra-
diation field is considered.

Fig. 8 presents the node tree maintained by both algorithms in
several scenarios. When the radiation source is moved, the dose
rates in the entire space either increase or decrease. However, it can
be seen from the grid search process in DL-RRT*, as shown in Fig. 8
(a), (d) and (g), since the trend of the radiation field in most areas
remains unchanged, the trend of grid-path connection in most of
these areas are also unchanged, and the paths inside these areas
can also be considered as unchanged when the grid is small
enough. Therefore, it is only necessary to recreate the path
connection near the changed grid node (shown in black point), and
generate new samples in the newly expanded grid area (shown in
yellow points) to refine the path. Because most of the historical
paths and samples are reused, the time efficiency of DL-RRT* is
improved. Moreover, the path of DL-RRT* is consistent with that of
RRT* in all scenarios, showing the effectiveness of the DL-RRT*.

Fig. 9 shows the cost of the path for both algorithms versus the
time in the environment with a moving radiation source. It can be
seen that as the time increases, the quality of the path is optimized
for both algorithms. Ultimately, both algorithms almost converge to
the same value in all scenarios, showing the ability of DL-RRT* to
get the optimal solution. Similarly, because DL-RRT* can use the last

Table 1
Simulation results for the radioactive environment with dynamic obstacles.

Scenario Samples Algorithm Length (m) Walking time (s) Dose (mSv)[E] Running time (ms)[T] Standard deviation of running time Ratio [E]/Emin Ratio [T]/Tmin

Initial scenario 7315 DL-RRT* 137.47 91.65 83.97 436.87 23.74 1.001 1.35
RRT* 137.49 91.66 84.06 588.20 46.97

Scenario
2

6700 DL-RRT* 277.70 185.13 82.24 323.83 19.00 1.000 1.89
RRT* 277.52 185.01 82.23 613.50 50.46

Scenario
3

5930 DL-RRT* 184.64 123.09 86.00 152.34 10.57 1.002 3.38
RRT* 185.99 123.99 86.16 514.25 46.77

Table 2
The results of path 1, 2 and 3 from DL-RRT* in the three environments shown in Fig. 5.

Scenario Dose (mSv) [E] Ratio [E]/Emin Length (m)

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 1 Path 2 Path 3

Initial scenario 83.89 90.13 91.58 1 1.074 1.092 137.45 279.54 187.31
Scenario 2 85.94 82.22 e 1.045 1 e

Scenario 3 88.40 e 85.87 1.029 e 1

Start

Goal

Moving

Source 1

Fig. 7. The 150� 150 m2 hypothetical radioactive environment with a moving radia-
tion source. The source is positioned at the black point and moved in the direction of
the arrow.
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(c) RRT*(a) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (b) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 1

(f) RRT*(d) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (e) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 2

(i) RRT*(g) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (h) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 3

Fig. 8. A comparison of the DL-RRT* and RRT* algorithms in the radioactive environment with a moving radiation source. The initial scenario is shown in (a), (b) and (c), and
scenario 2 is shown in (d), (e) and (f), and scenario 3 is shown in (g), (h) and (i). The tree structure is shown in red line. The yellow lines are the best paths. The areas where the path-
connection trend changes are shown in black and yellow points. New samples need to be generated near the yellow points, and the points near the black point need to be rewired.
The yellow point in (b) is newly expanded areas during the sampling optimization.
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Fig. 9. The cost of DL-RRT* under different grid resolution and RRT* plotted against time in the case of a moving source.
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planning information, it can obtain a high-quality path in a shorter
time and converge faster than RRT*, especially in the case of 25� 25
grid used in DL-RRT*. However, it is observed that the performance
of DL-RRT* is affected by grid resolution. The convergence speed of
DL-RRT* with 60� 60 grid is almost the slowest, even slower than
RRT*, and the case of 25� 25 grid almost has the best performance.
In addition, with an appropriate grid resolution used, DL-RRT*
converges faster in the initial scenario which is equivalent to the
static environment, showing the good performance of DL-RRT*.

Table 3 presents the path data from DL-RRT* under the 25� 25
grid and RRT* algorithms running at the same number of samples
averaged over 100 trials. It can be seen that the length, walking
time and dose of the paths from both algorithms show little dif-
ferences, indicating that the paths of DL-RRT* and RRT* are
consistent. However, the running time and its standard deviation of
DL-RRT* are obviously less than that of RRT*, especially in scenario
3, the running time of RRT* is 4.13 times that of DL-RRT*, proving
DL-RRT* is more effective and stable in the radioactive environment
with changing source. Furthermore, the initial scenario can be seen
as static environment, and the running time of RRT* is 1.49 times
that of DL-RRT*, demonstrating that the DL-RRT* is still competitive
in a static radioactive environment.

4.3. A multiple moving sources scenario

The third set of experiment was performed to show the per-
formance of DL-RRT* in a radioactive environment with multiple
changing radiation sources. The initial hypothetical environment is
the same as Fig. 7, and four radiation sources are moved in different
directions as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 shows the node tree maintained by both algorithms for
several scenarios. It is observed that DL-RRT* can take the advan-
tage of the last planning information to focus onmodifying the area
where the path-connection trend changes (shown in black and
yellow points), resulting in a high-quality initial path and node tree
in a short time. Ultimately, the paths that derived fromDL-RRT* and
RRT* are consistent, proving that DL-RRT* has the ability to search
for the optimal path.

Fig. 12 shows the cost of the best path for both algorithms versus
the time in the environment with four moving radiation sources. It
can be seen that DL-RRT* converges fastest under the grid resolu-
tion of 25� 25. This phenomenon is becausewhen the resolution is
high, the initial path will have more twists and turns, and it takes
more time to adjust the path; while when the resolution is low,
there is no guarantee that the initial path is in the optimal path
area, and more time is needed to search the optimal path area.
Therefore, too high and low resolution will result in poor perfor-
mance of DL-RRT*. Furthermore, we can also see that DL-RRT*
converges faster than RRT*, and can get a good result in a short
time, which is especially important when the planning time is
limited.

Table 4 presents the path data from DL-RRT* under the grid
resolution of 25� 25 and RRT* algorithms running at the same
number of samples averaged over 100 trials. It can be observed that
the length, walking time and a dose of the paths that derived from
DL-RRT* are consistent with that of RRT*. However, the running
times of DL-RRT* are obviously better than that of RRT*, and the
standard deviation of running times from DL-RRT* is smaller than
that of RRT*, showing the efficiency and stability of DL-RRT* in an
environment with multiple moving radiation sources.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we have presented an efficient sampling-based
algorithm DL-RRT* to solve the minimum dose path problem in
dynamic radioactive environments. DL-RRT* is developed by
combining the principles of D* Lite and RRT*. It uses a grid search to
find the area where the trend of the path-connection changes, and
then use the local sampling to continuously optimize the existing
path. Compared with the previous approaches, the advantage of
DL-RRT* is that it has the capability to obtain the optimal path in
the continuous cost space, and makes full use of the last planning
information to avoid the problem of global re-planning in dynamic
environments and to improve the planning efficiency. Furthermore,
DL-RRT* inherits probabilistic completeness and asymptotic opti-
mality from RRT*, while retaining the ability to quickly find high-
quality solutions by using grid search, and improve sampling
optimization efficiency by limiting the sampling space. Although
DL-RRT* is designed for dynamic radioactive environments, it still
has a good performance in a static environment, and is superior in
providing minimum dose path navigations for occupational
workers to help them avoid additional radiation exposure and in-
crease personnel safety.

Meanwhile, it is observed that the performance of DL-RRT* is

Table 3
Simulation results for the radioactive environment with a moving radiation source.

Scenario Samples Algorithm Length (m) Walking time (s) Dose (mSv)[E] Running time (ms)[T] Standard deviation of running time Ratio [E]/Emin Ratio [T]/Tmin

Initial scenario 7575 DL-RRT* 112.47 74.98 75.00 332.26 28.80 1.001 1.49
RRT* 112.53 75.02 75.04 496.67 42.01

Scenario
2

7980 DL-RRT* 113.17 75.45 85.38 135.93 14.31 1.000 3.49
RRT* 113.20 75.47 85.39 474.67 42.33

Scenario
3

8020 DL-RRT* 195.63 130.42 85.53 101.80 15.29 1.001 4.13
RRT* 193.80 129.20 85.61 420.00 43.36

Start

Goal

Moving
Source 1

Moving

Moving

Moving

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Fig. 10. The 150� 150 m2 hypothetical radioactive environment with four moving
radiation sources. The sources are moved in the directions of the arrows.
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(c) RRT*(a) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (b) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 2

(f) RRT*(d) Grid search (DL-RRT*) (e) Sampling optimization (DL-RRT*)

Path 3

Fig. 11. A comparison of the DL-RRT* and RRT* algorithms in the radioactive environment with four moving sources. Scenario 2 is shown in (a), (b) and (c), and scenario 3 is shown
in (d), (e) and (f). The tree structure is shown in red line. The yellow lines are the best paths. The areas where the path-connection trend changes are shown in black and yellow
points. New samples need to be generated near the yellow points, and the points near the black point need to be rewired.
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Fig. 12. The cost of DL-RRT* under different grid resolution and RRT* plotted against time in the four sources changed case.

Table 4
Simulation results for the radioactive environment with four dynamic radiation sources.

Scenario Samples Algorithm Length (m) Walking time (s) Dose (mSv)[E] Running time (ms)[T] Standard deviation of running time Ratio [E]/Emin Ratio [T]/Tmin

Scenario
2

7210 DL-RRT* 112.92 75.28 80.48 254.17 12.51 1.000 1.98
RRT* 112.99 75.33 80.49 503.25 36.09

Scenario
3

7675 DL-RRT* 202.50 135.00 82.89 148.34 21.81 1.001 3.24
RRT* 202.87 135.25 82.94 480.88 44.65
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affected by the resolution of the grid. If the grid resolution is too
low, there is no guarantee that the areas where the path-
connection trend is changed will be correctly identified. Conse-
quently, our next research work would focus on how to adaptively
choose the grid resolution to obtain the best performance from the
DL-RRT*.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a sampling-based method called DL-RRT* is
developed to provide minimum dose path navigations in dynamic
radioactive environments and to increase personnel safety for
occupational workers in nuclear facilities. It can not only get the
optimal path in a continuous cost space, but also takes advantage of
the last planning information to improve the re-planning efficiency,
and has a good performance in both static and dynamic
environments.

The effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm
were verified in the simulated hypothetical radioactive environ-
ments with changing obstacle and radiation source, and the results
are compared with that of RRT* algorithm. Simulation results show
that DL-RRT* has better performance in providing the minimum
dose path in both static and dynamic environment. In addition, it
has the ability to quickly find a high-quality initial path and con-
strains the sampling space to improve the efficiency of sampling,
and converges faster than RRT* towards the optimal path in sce-
narios that involve changing obstacle and dynamic radioactive
environments, commonly seen during decommissioning and
maintenance tasks in nuclear facilities. The method can provide
efficient path navigations for occupational workers in dynamic
environments and assist in reducing the absorbed dose as low as
possible.
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